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I cannot say enough how this course was an answer to a desperate prayer. Discovering Christ's love and purpose for us
is the most amazing legacy to me from this program. ~ Vanessa
Discovering Christ is helping me walk closer with God. I felt His presence with us at the table. It was great meeting
everyone and talking with them and hearing what they said. ~ Mark
Every Monday night I looked forward to Discovering Christ. It was great to sit, pray and talk with the same people
every week. The speakers were awesome. I definitely felt the presence of the Holy Spirit. ~ Melissa
This has been a Big jump for me into the 'Community" at the church. I believe the Holy Spirit brought me here. ~
Jeannine
Through Discovering Christ I have found inner peace within myself. My relationship with Christ has become stronger. I
listen more and have become more patient. It was been a wonderful experience hearing the members of our table
sharing their stories. I am looking forward in continuing to grow my relationship with Christ. ~ Christy
Discovering Christ has been a wonderful community experience for me. It was not merely watch a video and discussing
briefly about it. It meant encountering Christ in each one of us while we shared our thoughts and life experiences. ~
Gloria
This program was very inspiring to me in my spiritual growth. I learned new aspects and gained knowledge that has
helped me to grow spiritually. The fellowship, program, food was wonderful and very well coordinated every week and
throughout the retreat. Thank you for the opportunity to participate. ~ Barbara
In the non-assuming environment, I witnessed the opening of peoples' hearts and minds. Personalities were
unleashed. We prayed well together & enjoyed breaking bread. Was awesome. ~ Don
I have found the Discovering Christ program very inspirational and well thought out. ~ Ralph
I feel like I received a huge spiritual booster shot! ~ Candace
I gained a deeper relationship with Jesus Christ through the Holy Spirit. ~ Carol
A great way to reach out to others and share our Catholic faith. An easy way to be a fisher of men and women. ~ Laura
Allowed me to see the need to present Jesus and allow them to make a decision about Him. Not just an answer but a
decision. ~Bear
Discovering Christ has helped me open up in conversation w/ other people. I loved the questions posed in the first few
videos; they are great conversation topics. ~ Debbie
Discovering Christ reinforced my faith. Learned to see Christ and Church and Community in a better way. ~ Anthony
I enjoyed getting to know the people at my table and how they keep Christ in their life. ~ Alice
I loved listening and getting to love people at my table. Each video offered a new nugget to enrich or sharpen my
focus. ~ Maureen
I loved this whole experience. Finding a nurturing community and participating in deep prayer and reflection has
opened me up to greater awareness of how God works in and through me. I have found a deeper connection to my
faith and to the parish. ~ Missy
I really enjoyed Discovering Christ. It has helped me focus more on God throughout my day, including at work. It
helped me reflect on my personal relationship with Jesus. ~ Tom
It was so great to finally meet more people, especially other young faithful Catholics in the parish. I go to daily Mass
and have inherited many grandmothers and grandfathers, but have met few brothers and sisters. Thank you for
helping me build stronger bonds within the parish family! ~ Alexander
Great sense of welcome and encouragement. Sense of 'heavenly communion' within my church community. ~ George
The retreat will make a powerful impact in your life. ~ Dan
These experiences and discussions deepened my understanding of Christ and my faith. ~ Mary
Great tool for Evangelization. ~ Sandy
Very refreshing. Made me truly think of my role in the life of SMM. ~ Bill
I feel that I am walking in the Spirit closer to Christ than ever before. ~ Les

